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MORIN BUILDING
8570 EXECUTIVE PARK AVENUE

FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA  22031

September 4, 2019

To:  All Prospective Offerors

Issued by: Elizabeth B. Dooley, CPPO, CPPB, Procurement Lead Buyer

Subject: Addendum #1, RFP 19-53, Occoquan Reservoir and Fairfax Water’s Solids
Storage Quarry Bathymetric Survey

The purpose of this Addendum is to make revisions to the RFP and to answer questions submitted by the specified
deadline for their submission.

I. Additions, Deletions, Corrections, and Revisions to the RFP

· Proposal Due date has been changed to Thursday, September 12, 2019 at 2 PM EST.

· Section 2.2 Background – First paragraph, last sentence, remove the word “future” and restate as
follows:

· FW has easements along the entire reservoir which provide a riparian buffer zone to
protect the water and allow for fluctuation of the water surface.

· Section 2.3 Scope of Work – Third paragraph, first sentence, replace “summer 2019” with “winter
2019/2020” and restate as follows:

· The survey will be conducted in winter of 2019/2020, and will provide:

· Section 2.3 Scope of Work – Task 3, last sentence, remove the word “any” and restate as follows:
· The successful Offeror shall obtain information on the depth of sediment accumulation at

selected locations in the Reservoir including but not limited to the ten cross sectional
areas noted on page 25 of the 2010 Bathymetric Survey Report and up to five (5)
additional areas as requested by FW after the initial assessment is complete.

· Section 2.5 Work Schedule – Notice to Proceed (NTP), replace “Fall, 2019” with Winter
2019/2010 and restate as follows:

· Notice to Proceed (NTP) Winter 2019/2020

· Section 2.8 Safety/OSHA Requirements – FW is adding the requirement of a boating safety pre-
brief for the selected Offeror.

· Section 3.9 Proposal Organization, Number 5. Proposal Section 3 – Experience and
Qualifications, remove sub-bullet e. requiring a project which demonstrates experience with
topographical surveying civil infrastructures related to open channel, hydropower, hydraulic
structures.

· Section 3.9 Proposal Organization, Number 5. Proposal Section 3 – Experience and
Qualifications, sub-bullet f, add the work demonstrate and restate as follows:
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· At least one (1) project shall demonstrate experience on hydrographic and bathymetric
analysis of river basin and reservoirs.

· Section 2.2 Background – Last Paragraph, Third and final sentence, replace Attachment J with
Attachment E and restate as follows:

· A list of these materials is included in Attachment E – Available Bathymetric Survey
Reports and data for the Occoquan Reservoir and Solids Storage Quarry.

· Section 2.3 Scope of Work – Task 1: Determination of existing storage volume of the Reservoir,
Second paragraph, first sentence, remove words “and bottom” and restate as follows:

· The equipment to be used in the survey shall have a dual frequency capacity that allows it
to “see” the surface of the deposited sediment to determine the apparent depth of sediment
accumulation along the survey lines.  Grid spacing shall be no more than 50’ for the
reservoir.

II. Questions and Answers

1. On P4. “…a determination of existing storage volume of the Occoquan Reservoir; a determination of
existing storage volume of the FW Solids Storage Quarry;” In order to determine potential, unfilled volume,
topographic data above water level at time of survey may also be required. Does FW have a suitably high
resolution digital elevation model (DEM) of the Reservoir and Quarry? If yes, can it be provided to Offerors
for use in their survey planning?

a. No. Fairfax Water (FW) does not currently have a high resolution DEM.  However, FW does have
land topography developed from previous aerial photography that can be used as a data source.
Other alternatives are available, including development of a suitable updated DEM.  FW and the
selected offeror will review available approaches for utilizing existing topographic data above the
water level to develop elevation-volume relationships above 122 msl (normal pool).

2. On P5. “FW has several bathymetric surveys and can make the most recent 2010 report available... A list
of these materials is included in Attachment J…” We have the 2010 report as Attachment E, but Attachment
J (and F to I) was not provided. Can FW provide data from the most recent bathymetric survey in an XYZ
or GIS-suitable format prior to any award to help Offerors plan their response?

a. Yes, please see RFP 19-53 – Addendum 1 – Attachment 2 – 2010 GIS Survey Files.

3. On P5. “The survey will be conducted in summer 2019…”  Later stated to be carried out in fall. Please
confirm survey timing.

a. Interviews will be conducted the week of Oct. 7, 2019.  The bathymetric survey is to be conducted
before the end of 2019, weather permitting.

4. On P5. “…develop a bathymetric survey for the Reservoir that can be compared to previously conducted
surveys.” To achieve this requires knowledge of the previously conducted surveys, ideally a survey line
plan or vessel trackplot. Can FW supply this product?

a. The methodology used for the previous survey is described in the 2010 Report available in
Attachment E.  No additional information from the previous survey is available.

5. On P5. “The equipment to be used… shall “see” the surface [and bottom] of the deposited sediment…”
Does FW have any information on the depth of sediment accumulation? Knowing the required depth of
data penetration beneath the surface of the deposited sediment supports selection of the optimum
equipment.

a. Based on the 2010 survey of the Quarry, the depth of sediment accumulation was approximately
100 feet. FW will amend this section to require that the equipment “see” the top surface of the
deposited sediment.
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6. On P5. “Grid spacing shall be no more than 50’ for the reservoir.” Implies that the survey line plan must be
a grid rather than a series of parallel lines along the axis of the Reservoir. Is it correct?

a. No. A grid is not required.  The methodology used for the previous survey is described in the 2010
Report available in Attachment E.

7. On P6. “The successful Offeror shall obtain information on the depth of sediment accumulation at selected
locations in the Reservoir including but not limited to the ten cross sectional areas…” This statement makes
it unclear whether depth of sediment should be measured everywhere within the Reservoir (implied by
description of Task 1) or only at selected locations. For the Quarry, it is assumed that depth of sediment is
measured along all lines in order to determine “where storage loss is most significant”.

a. For the Reservoir, the bathymetric survey is to determine storage volume/loss and to create area
capacity curves.  The cross sections will only be used to help us determine sediment depth at
specified cross sections.  See answer to questions 8.

8. On P6. “…any additional areas as requested by FW after the initial assessment is complete.” How long will
the “initial assessment” take to complete? This could require remobilization of vessel, equipment and
personnel at a later date.

a. “Initial assessment” is a review of storage change/accumulated sediment in specific coves. Yes,
these areas would require a remobilization at a later date.

9. On P6. “…the successful Offeror shall develop an assessment of trends…” It will be difficult to provide a
meaningful analysis based on only two data points (2010 and 2019). Can FW provide more detail on what
form this analysis might take?

a. FW can provide data from all previous reports (1995, 2000, 2005) with Selected Offeror to allow for
comparisons. The comparisons will be with previously reported volumes that have already been
computed.

10. On P6. “…the successful Offeror shall… include… 1. A stage/volume/area table from water surface
elevation in the Reservoir from 56 ft. msl through 90 msl at 2-foot intervals and 90ft. msl to 130 ft. msl at 1-
foot intervals.” This would require a topographic DEM if water level at time of survey is below 130 ft.
However, the Reservoir seems to overflow in fall and winter, so we assume that water level at the proposed
time of survey will be close to the maximum water level, which is ~130 ft. Is it correct?

a. Normal pool is 122 msl.  FW owns an easement to approximately 130 msl. See answer from
Question 1 related to topographic information above normal pool to elevation 130 msl.

11. On P6. “…the successful Offeror shall… include… 2. A stage/volume/area table from water surface
elevation in the Quarry from -250 ft. msl through 30 msl at 5-foot intervals.” What is the current water level
within the Quarry (or expected level at time of survey)? If significantly less than 30 ft, a topographic DEM is
also required (related to Question 1).

a. The current water level within the Quarry is approximately 30 msl which is also the elevation of the
overflow pipe.

12. On P6. “…the successful Offeror shall… include… 3. A topographic map of the Reservoir showing contours.
4. A topographic map of the Quarry showing contours.” Should this read “bathymetric” (i.e., below water
level) or is “topographic” (above water level) correct? If topographic, should this be surveyed or can use be
made of existing data (again related to Question 1).

a. Bathymetric is correct. For relating storage to the 130 elevation, FW will provide data for elevations
above 122 msl.  See #1.

13. On P6. “…the successful Offeror shall… include… 5. A topographic map of the Quarry showing the depth
of sediment accumulation.”  What is the expected depth of sediment accumulation within the Quarry?
Knowing this helps select equipment which can penetrate through the full thickness of sediment
accumulation to the floor of the former quarry.

a. Based on most recent survey, sediment was reported at approximately 157’-160’ below the surface.
Based on the 2010 survey of the Quarry, the depth of sediment accumulation was approximately
100 feet from the level recorded in the 1995 report.
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14. On P6. “…the successful Offeror shall… include…6. A sheet of cross sections showing depth of sediment
at selected areas in the Reservoir…”  To confirm, such a sheet was not included in the 2010 OWML Report?

a. Cross sections were included in Appendix A-12 through A-22.

15. On P7. “Field Survey - 2 weeks from NTP” A two-week period does not provide the Offeror much time to
plan operations and mobilize personnel and resources, particularly if designated personnel are to be
utilized. Can FW allow four weeks from NTP to commencement of survey?

a. This contact award will require approval from Fairfax Water’s Board. The selected Offeror will be
made aware of the proposed date of consideration by the Board, providing for additional scheduling
considerations. The bathymetric survey is to be conducted before the end of 2019, weather
permitting.

16. Can FW define the upstream and downstream limits of the Reservoir survey, and extent of survey of smaller
tributaries?

a. The bathymetric survey should cover the bed of the Occoquan Reservoir from the High Dam to the
upstream ends of the impoundment just below the base of Lake Jackson on the Occoquan River
and at the Southern Railroad Bridge crossing of Bull Run at Hemlock Overlook Regional Park. This
shall include the tributaries at Hooes Run and Sandy Run.

17. Question: Can FW confirm that there is good small boat access onto the Reservoir and into the Quarry?
a. There are public access ramps at Lake Ridge Marina and Fountainhead Regional Park. See link

for more info. https://anglr.com/fishing-blog/bass/occoquan-reservoir-bass-fishing/  Please note
that public access at Occoquan Regional Park is located downstream of the Reservoir and will not
be suitable for this effort. Excellent boat access to the Quarry is available from Fairfax Water.  A
contractor badge and access map will be provided to the selected Offeror.

18. Are there any restrictions on the use of small boats on the Reservoir?
a. Prince William and Fairfax County both have ordinances restricting the horsepower of motors used

in the Occoquan Reservoir. A contractor badge and launch access map will be provided to the
selected Offeror.

19. Are there any particular hazards associated with working on the Reservoir and/or Quarry that are relevant
to the proposed bathymetric survey?

a. Known hazards in Reservoir include: A sand bar at the confluence at Sandy Run, Ryon’s Dam-
buried abandoned spillway- marked on structure with signs. FW will verbally discuss suspected
areas of shallows, mudflats, and buried stumps from Bull Run and Occoquan River confluence and
near Lake Occoquan Drive with the successful Offeror. Fairfax Water will work with the selected
Offeror to allow temporary access within the restricted area near the Occoquan High Dam.

20. Can FW provide any historic data or provide guidance on the timing and extent of freezing of the Reservoir
and Quarry?

a. The Occoquan Reservoir is a riverine reservoir. Local ice accumulations are possible during the
colder seasons. Air temperatures normally approach freezing in late December and continue
through early March.

21. According to Virginia Code § 54.1-400. Definitions.  State the following:
"Land surveyor" means a person who, by reason of his knowledge of the several sciences and of the
principles of land surveying, and of the planning and design of land developments acquired by practical
experience and formal education, is qualified to engage in the practice of land surveying, and whose
competence has been attested by the Board through licensure as a land surveyor.

The "practice of land surveying" includes surveying of areas for a determination or correction, a description,
the establishment or reestablishment of internal and external land boundaries, or the determination of
topography, contours or location of physical improvements, and also includes the planning of land and
subdivisions thereof. The term "planning of land and subdivisions thereof" shall include, but not be limited
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to, the preparation of incidental plans and profiles for roads, streets and sidewalks, grading, drainage on
the surface, culverts and erosion control measures, with reference to existing state or local standards.

The RFP does not specifically state that the survey needs to be signed by a licensed surveyor nor that the
technical memorandum/analysis needs to be signed by a licensed engineer.  Professional seals would
seem to be required by Virginia Code for at least the topographic map deliverables and in the best interest
of Fairfax Water, given the public interest involved. Please clarify what professional signatures/oversight
are required or preferred.

a. Licensed land surveyor required. ACSM certified hydrographer’s review and approval of the data
deliverables is preferred.

22. Is information available as to locations of boat ramps, access points, etc. on either public or private property
and whether Fairfax Water can assist with obtaining access through private property?

a. See #17

23. Is Fairfax Water aware of any areas of shallow water, underground obstructions/hazards, etc. that might
pose a potential hazard in the areas to be surveyed?

a. See #19

24. What are the exact limits of the survey? Are there physical landmarks that mark the upstream limit.
Eventually, the reservoir becomes a river or stream.  Similarly, how close to the dam do you require the
survey to take place?

a. See #16.  Fairfax Water will work with the selected Offeror to allow temporary access within the
restricted area near the Occoquan High Dam. The required grid spacing applies to the restricted
area near the Occoquan High Dam.

25. Will you provide the coordinates of the needed cross sections?
a. Yes, the coordinates of the cross sections will be provided to the selected Offeror.

26. The insurance requirements ask for “Cyber Security Liability Insurance Coverage: $5,000,000 per
occurrence”. Can this requirement be removed?

a. Yes, we will remove the Cyber Security Liability Insurance Coverage requirement.

27. Please clarify if topographic data along the banks will be provided, to the contact awardee, to support the
reservoir volume calculations or if the contactor is required to collect this data.

a. See #1

28. Please provide a KML or DXF of the required survey area and the contours generated from the 2010
bathymetric survey.

a. See #2.

29. Please provide the survey line plan from the 2010 survey so this survey area and coverage can be
replicated.

a. See #4.

30. Please clarify if the contractor is limited to operating during the stated normal hours of operation (M-F 8am-
4:30pm) or work can be conducted before and/or after these hours and on weekends.

a. The Reservoir access points operated by others are generally open from dawn to dusk. Thus, the
timing of access varies depending on the day of the year. Fairfax Water will limit work outside of
the hours of 7am to 5pm, Monday through Friday.

31. What horizontal and vertical datum were the 2010 data delivered in and what horizonal and vertical datums
are required for this contract.   Please confirm FW will provide onsite horizontal and vertical control
monuments to the contract awardee.

a. Virginia North State Plane coordinates, and NAD 27.
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b. FW has a known control monument located at the Occoquan High Dam.  Additional survey
monuments are located in nearby areas of Fairfax County and Prince William County.

32. Please clarify how each of the proposal evaluation criteria be weighted.
a. Fairfax Water does not use numerical scores for weighting criteria. All evaluation criteria are equally

considered.

33. Please confirm an ACSM certified hydrographer’s review and approval of the data deliverables is required.
If not, what professional licensing is desired/required, if any?

a. See #21

34. Is water sampling required?  It is noted that water sampling was completed as part of the 2010 effort and
report.

a. Water sampling is not required. The previous contractor utilized this method to help determine the
location of the compacted solids interface.  Selected contractor could propose alternate methods
to verify the top of the sediment compaction of which FW would need to approve.

35. Please confirm FW will provide secure overnight vessel mooring or storage on the reservoir.
a. No. FW does not own boat mooring space.

36. Please clarify if the contract is Time and Materials (T&M), T&M not to exceed or Firm Fixed Price.
a. Fairfax Water will negotiate the pricing terms and conditions with the top ranked offeror. The pricing

method is part of the negotiations process.

37. Will the contract be awarded to a “Surveying and Engineering firm” (Section 2, 2, 2.1) or are other
institutions acceptable?

a. All offerors who meet the requirements of the RFP will be considered.

38. Is spacing of the Ranges for the Occoquan Reservoir to be consistent as outlined in the Virginia Tech 2010
report, ES-2, dated June 2011?

a. Yes

39. Do surveying activities as outlined in the RFP have to be performed under the direction and supervision of
a VA licensed Land Surveyor?

a. see #21

40. Will Terrestrial (land) surveying be required from the shoreline landward? If so how far?
a. See #1

41.  Are there confined spaces to be entered as part of this project? Please specify the need for confined space
entry.

a. Not anticipated at this time.

42.  What is the established budget for this project?
a. Fairfax Water has sufficient funds to cover the cost of any contract which will be negotiated and

awarded.

43. Can the schedule for the field survey and draft report be extended?
a. see #15

III. Attachments
· RFP 19-53 – Addendum 1 – Attachment 1 – Pre-proposal Sign-in Sheet
· RFP 19-53 – Addendum 1 – Attachment 2 – 2010 GIS Survey Files

· For Access to Attachment 2, please email edooley@fairfaxwater.org
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IV. Acknowledgement

Acknowledge your receipt of, and compliance with, this Addendum by completing and signing the attached
acknowledgement and return with your bid.

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 1
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RFP 19-53 – Occoquan Reservoir and Fairfax Water’s Solids Storage Quarry Bathymetric Survey

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF ADDENDUM # 1

I certify that the information contained in the bid submitted on behalf of the below named firm
incorporates any and all changes to the original specification.  I further certify by my signature
below, that I am fully authorized to acknowledge receipt of the above addendum and also bind the
below named firm to the terms, conditions and specifications of the RFP and any changes thereto
made by this addendum.

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:

FOR:  __________________________________  ______________________________
          Company Name                    Date

__________________________________
          Signature of Authorized Agent

__________________________________
         Printed/typed name

__________________________________
                Title


